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Abstract  23 

1. Emerging infectious diseases can have devastating effects on host communities, 24 

causing population collapse and species extinctions. The timing of novel pathogen 25 

arrival into naïve species communities can have consequential effects that shape 26 

the trajectory of epidemics through populations. Pathogen introductions are often 27 

presumed to occur when hosts are highly mobile. However, spread patterns can be 28 

influenced by a multitude of other factors including host body condition and 29 

infectiousness.  30 

2. White-nose syndrome (WNS) is a seasonal emerging infectious disease of bats, 31 

which is caused by the fungal pathogen Pseudogymnoascus destructans.  Within-32 

site transmission of P. destructans primarily occurs over winter, however the 33 

influence of bat mobility and infectiousness on the seasonal timing of pathogen 34 

spread to new populations is unknown. We combined data on host population 35 

dynamics and pathogen transmission from 22 bat communities to investigate the 36 

timing of pathogen arrival and the consequences of varying pathogen arrival times 37 

on disease impacts. 38 

3. We found that midwinter arrival of the fungus predominated spread patterns, 39 

suggesting that bats were most likely to spread P. destructans when they are 40 

highly infectious, but have reduced mobility. In communities where P. 41 

destructans was detected in early winter, one species suffered higher fungal 42 

burdens and experienced more severe declines than at sites where the pathogen 43 

was detected later in the winter, suggesting that the timing of pathogen 44 

introduction had consequential effects for some bat communities. We also found 45 
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evidence of source-sink population dynamics over winter, suggesting some 46 

movement among sites occurs during hibernation, even though bats at northern 47 

latitudes were thought to be fairly immobile during this period. Winter emergence 48 

behavior symptomatic of white-nose syndrome may further exacerbate these 49 

winter bat movements to uninfected areas.   50 

4. Our results suggest that low infectiousness during host migration may have 51 

reduced the rate of expansion of this deadly pathogen, and that elevated 52 

infectiousness during winter plays a key role in seasonal transmission.  53 

Furthermore, our results highlight the importance of both accurate estimation of 54 

the timing of pathogen spread and the consequences of varying arrival times to 55 

prevent and mitigate the effects of infectious diseases. 56 

 57 

1. Introduction: 58 

 The seasonality of pathogen spread is important for understanding, predicting, and 59 

controlling disease outbreaks. Pathogens infecting highly mobile hosts often have rapid 60 

rates of spread (Conner & Miller 2004; Altizer et al. 2006; Altizer, Bartel & Han 2011; 61 

Dalziel, Pourbohloul & Ellner 2013). However, key tradeoffs exist between mobility and 62 

disease, which can affect the likelihood that hosts spread pathogens during periods of 63 

high mobility (Kiesecker et al. 1999; Norris & Evans 2000; Wendland et al. 2010; 64 

Shakhar & Shakhar 2015). For example, migration can affect host body condition and 65 

immune status which could increase host susceptibility to infection (Altizer, Bartel & 66 

Han 2011). However, once a highly mobile host becomes infected, behavioral responses, 67 

such as sickness behavior, are likely to decrease mobility (Van Gils et al. 2007; 68 
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Bouwman & Hawley 2010). Pathogen spread should therefore be most likely to occur 69 

when hosts are both highly infectious and mobile, but given tradeoffs caused by sickness 70 

behavior, peak mobility and infectiousness may not temporally align (Shakhar & Shakhar 71 

2015). Understanding the relative importance of these factors in the seasonal timing of 72 

pathogen spread is critical because varying pathogen arrival times can have consequential 73 

effects on hosts that shape the trajectory of epidemics (Dalziel et al. 2018).  74 

 White-nose syndrome (WNS) is an annual seasonal epidemic that occurs in bat 75 

communities during winter (Langwig et al. 2015a; Hoyt et al. 2020a). The fungus that 76 

causes WNS, Pseudogymnoascus destructans, is psychrophilic and grows only at cool 77 

temperatures (1–20°C) (Verant et al. 2012) which restricts fungal replication and 78 

infection into bats’ epidermal tissue to periods when bats are in torpor (e.g. cool their 79 

body temperatures <20°C) (Meteyer et al. 2009; Langwig et al. 2015a; Langwig et al. 80 

2016). White-nose syndrome disrupts bat physiology during hibernation, causing 81 

increased arousals that result in bats prematurely burning through fat stores before the 82 

end of winter (Lorch et al. 2011; Reeder et al. 2012; Warnecke et al. 2012; Warnecke et 83 

al. 2013; Verant et al. 2014). The spread of P. destructans has resulted in dramatic 84 

declines in bat communities across North America, and threatens several species with 85 

extinction (Frick et al. 2010; Langwig et al. 2012; Frick et al. 2015; Langwig et al. 86 

2016). Seasonal changes in host behavior and physiology paired with seasonal 87 

differences in pathogen growth may influence the timing of pathogen spread to new 88 

communities.    89 

 The seasonal timing of P. destructans spread among sites is unknown but may 90 

occur during autumn when bats are highly mobile during mating and move among caves 91 
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and mines (Davis & Hitchcock 1965; Cope & Humphrey 1977; Thomas, Fenton & 92 

Barclay 1979; Glover & Altringham 2008), which are known reservoirs of the fungus 93 

(Hoyt et al. 2020a). Autumn swarm behavior is an important source of gene flow when 94 

individuals move large distances between otherwise disconnected populations and 95 

contact among mating individuals could lead to pathogen transmission (Veith et al. 2004; 96 

Arnold 2007; Glover & Altringham 2008; Rossiter et al. 2012; Wilder, Kunz & Sorenson 97 

2015). However, the spread of WNS has occurred relatively slowly compared with other 98 

disease systems with similarly mobile hosts. For example, WNS and West Nile virus 99 

were both introduced to New York, USA, but in 5 years West Nile virus had reached 100 

California whereas WNS spanned less than half of eastern North America (Kilpatrick et 101 

al. 2006; Kilpatrick, LaDeau & Marra 2007). In addition, P. destructans is less prevalent 102 

on bats during autumn, and infected individuals typically have reduced infection levels 103 

(i.e. 100–1000-fold lower than in midwinter; (Langwig et al. 2015a), Figure 1), 104 

suggesting that spread may occur outside of the highly mobile autumn period. If 105 

infectiousness is more important than mobility in P. destructans spread among sites, then 106 

pathogen introduction to new communities could occur during winter when fungal loads 107 

on bats are highest (Langwig et al. 2015a). However, most species are thought to be 108 

highly philopatric to sites and relatively sedentary during winter, particularly at northern 109 

latitudes where temperatures fall well below freezing (Davis & Hitchcock 1965; Davis 110 

1970; Fenton & Barclay 1980; Fujita & Kunz 1984; Caceres & Barclay 2000). Therefore, 111 

further investigation is needed to disentangle the importance of host mobility and 112 

infectiousness in the spread of P. destructans.  113 
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 We investigated the timing of arrival of P. destructans into 22 hibernating bat 114 

communities in the Midwestern U.S. We hypothesized that pathogen invasion would be 115 

more likely to occur during winter when bats are less mobile but highly infectious, 116 

resulting in the first detections of P. destructans at each site occurring in late, rather than 117 

early winter. Given the potential importance of seasonally varying arrival times on 118 

disease dynamics, we also assessed the influence of timing of P. destructans 119 

introductions on disease severity, hypothesizing that earlier introductions of P. 120 

destructans would result in higher infection prevalence, fungal loads, and population 121 

impacts.  122 

 123 

Figure 1. Mobility, migration, and infectiousness of temperate bats infected with P. 124 

destructans. Data from (Langwig et al. 2015a) and (Hoyt et al. 2020b) from little brown, 125 

northern long-eared, big brown, and tri-colored bats. Each estimate of infectiousness is 126 

derived from the mean fungal loads of all positive individuals of a given species captured 127 

on a given date (‘average fungal loads’) multiplied by the fraction of individuals of that 128 

Fall swarm
- Bats migrate from summer to winter 

sites
- Bats mate and may move long 

distances

Winter hibernation
- Bats hibernate in caves and mines 

using extended periods of torpor
- Bats are mostly philopatric and return 

to same winter sites each year

Summer maternity
- Bats migrate from winter to summer 

colonies
- Females give birth and raise young 

colonially
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species positive for P. destructans (‘prevalence’), multiplied by the proportional 129 

abundance of the species in the sample. This estimate is commonly referred to as 130 

'propagule pressure' in invasion ecology (Lockwood, Cassey & Blackburn 2005). For 131 

example, northern long-eared bats, which are rare (typically comprising <5% of 132 

captures), but have high fungal loads and high prevalence would receive a lower estimate 133 

of infectiousness than little brown bats with equally high loads and prevalence but more 134 

commonly captured. Blue lines show loess curve smoothing to data points to ease 135 

visualization. Temperate hibernating bats are thought to have high mobility during fall 136 

swarm due to mating behavior and migration between summer and winter grounds while 137 

remaining more sedentary during winter while they hibernate (Davis & Hitchcock 1965; 138 

Thomas, Fenton & Barclay 1979; Thomas, Dorais & Bergeron 1990). 139 

 140 

2. Methods:  141 

2.1 Study sites and data collection 142 

 We studied patterns of P. destructans arrival at 22 sites in the Midwestern U.S. 143 

Over a 5-year period, we visited each site twice per winter and collected data on 144 

population dynamics and infection status of four hibernating bat species (Myotis 145 

lucifugus, Myotis septentrionalis, Eptesicus fuscus, and Perimyotis subflavus). We used 146 

epidermal swab sampling to determine the presence and abundance of P. destructans on 147 

bats at two time points during hibernation (November - early hibernation, and March - 148 

late hibernation) in each year. During each visit, we counted all bats present and 149 

identified bats to the species level. In addition, we installed HOBO U23 Pro v2 150 
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temperature (+/- 0.2 C accuracy) and humidity (+/- 3.5 - 5%) loggers at 1–4 locations 151 

within a site to determine roost temperature and humidity.  152 

2.2 Sample testing 153 

 We sampled bats using a standardized protocol (Langwig et al. 2015a) and stored 154 

swabs in RNAlater® for sample preservation until extraction. We tested samples for P. 155 

destructans DNA using real-time PCR (Muller et al. 2013) and quantified fungal loads 156 

based on the cycle threshold (Ct) value to estimate a fungal load on each bat, with a cut-157 

off of 40 cycles. Quantification of serial dilutions of the DNA from 10 ng to 1000 fg 158 

resulted in Ct scores ranging from 17.33 to 30.74 and a quantification relationship of Ct = 159 

-3.348*log10 (P. destructans[ng]) + 22.049, r2 =  0.986. We calculated prevalence as the 160 

proportion of bats of each species testing positive for P. destructans out of the number of 161 

individuals of that species sampled.  162 

2.3 Statistical analysis 163 

 We used modified binomial power analyses to assess our ability to detect P. 164 

destructans arrival at each site where no positive samples were detected. We first 165 

calculated an expected early prevalence at each site where P. destructans was not 166 

detected in early hibernation based on a weighted mean prevalence. The weighted mean 167 

prevalence was calculated as the average prevalence of each species at sites where P. 168 

destructans was detected in early hibernation multiplied by the proportional abundance of 169 

a given species at each site (Table S1). We then calculated the probability of missing P. 170 

destructans at a site as the probability of getting all negatives in bats given the expected 171 

prevalence at a site multiplied by the probability of missing P. destructans in the 172 

unsampled bats (calculation shown in Appendix).  173 
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 We investigated the effect of timing of P. destructans arrival on late winter 174 

prevalence by fitting a generalized linear mixed model with a binomial distribution and a 175 

logit link. We included fixed effects for the timing of P. destructans detection (early or 176 

late hibernation) interacting with the effect of species, and included site as a random 177 

effect. We also examined the effect of timing of P. destructans detection on fungal loads 178 

using a linear mixed model with species and timing of detection as interacting fixed 179 

effects, and site as a random effect. Lastly, we assessed the effect of the timing of P. 180 

destructans introduction on log10 bat population growth rates, calculated as the annual 181 

change in late winter counts at each site, using linear mixed models with species 182 

interacting with timing of detection as fixed effects and site as a random effect. We 183 

explored the inclusion of autumn prevalence as a continuous variable (0 for all sites and 184 

species where P. destructans was not detected, prevalence in each species ranged 185 

between 0 and 0.25 for sites where P. destructans was detected during autumn) and the 186 

results were qualitatively similar to those shown, so we present the discretized (early or 187 

late winter P. destructans detection) for simplicity of visualization and interpretation. 188 

 Lastly, we investigated evidence of overwinter movements of bats among sites. 189 

At each site, we calculated our response variable, overwinter �, as the proportional 190 

change in the number of bats of each species at a site by dividing the late hibernation 191 

count by the early hibernation count. We then used a linear mixed model to assess the 192 

relationship between log10(overwinter �) and log10(early hibernation colony size) with an 193 

additive or interactive effect of species and site as a random effect. 194 

 195 
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3. Results: 196 

 During early hibernation, we sampled 706 total bats from 22 sites in the year that 197 

P. destructans was first detected (site mean +/- SE = 67.4 +/- 1.79)(Table S1).  We first 198 

detected P. destructans in early hibernation at 32% of sites (7/22), whereas in 68% of 199 

sites (15/22), the detection of P. destructans first occurred during our late hibernation 200 

visit (Figure 2). A total of 468 bats (site mean +/- SE = 31.1 +/- 1.25) were sampled from 201 

sites that were negative for P. destructans during early hibernation and became positive 202 

later in the same winter. After accounting for the relatively high proportion of bats 203 

sampled in each site (an average of 38% of the total bats at each site) and variable 204 

estimated "true" prevalence among sites (weighted mean prevalence of the species 205 

sampled from sites where P. destructans was detected in early hibernation: mean = 0.07, 206 

range = 0.05, 0.10), the mean probability of missing P. destructans at each negative site 207 

was 0.063 (median = 0.039, range: 0.005–0.3266), suggesting fairly good power to detect 208 

P. destructans presence.   209 

 Across sites where P. destructans was first detected during early hibernation, we 210 

were more likely to detect P. destructans on M. lucifugus, M. septentrionalis, and E. 211 

fuscus than on P. subflavus (P. subflavus intercept: -1.82 +/- 0.66, M. lucifugus coeff: 212 

1.79 +/- 0.38 P < 0.0001, E. fuscus coeff: 1.40 +/- 0.51, P = 0.006, M. septentrionalis 213 

coef: 1.44 +/- 0.39, P = 0.0002, Appendix). In sites where P. destructans was first 214 

detected in late hibernation, we were also less likely to detect P. destructans on P. 215 

subflavus than on any other species (P. subflavus intercept: -1.69 +/- 0.31, M. lucifugus 216 

coeff: 0.94 +/- 0.22 P < 0.0001, E. fuscus coeff: 0.66 +/- 0.30, P = 0.0264, M. 217 

septentrionalis coeff: 0.84 +/- 0.26, P = 0.0014, Appendix).  218 
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 The timing of P. destructans introduction influenced disease dynamics and 219 

population impacts for some, but not all, bat species (Figure 3). For M. septentrionalis, 220 

prevalence of P. destructans, fungal loads, and population impacts during late winter 221 

were higher at sites where P. destructans was first detected in early hibernation (one-222 

tailed P-values = 0.032, 0.005, 0.0004, respectively, Appendix). For M. lucifugus, 223 

prevalence was also higher in sites where P. destructans was first detected in early 224 

hibernation (one-tailed P = 0.04, Appendix), although the effect on fungal loads and 225 

population impacts was less clear (Appendix). There was no clear effect of the timing of 226 

P. destructans introduction on prevalence, fungal loads, or population impacts for either 227 

E. fuscus or P. subflavus, possibly because these species had lower prevalence and fungal 228 

loads than M. septentrionalis and M. lucifugus in the first year of detection (Figure 3, 229 

Appendix).  230 

 We found that prior to the arrival of WNS, there were detectable changes in 231 

population counts between early and late hibernation (Figure 4). Across species, as 232 

colony size decreased in early hibernation, immigration increased (early hibernation 233 

colony size coeff: -0.15 +/- 0.06, t = -2.66) such that smaller colonies had proportionally 234 

more immigrants than larger colonies, indicative of a general spreading out of bats across 235 

sites during the hibernation season. We found no support for an interactive model over an 236 

additive model (∆AIC = -9.63), suggesting no clear indication that the slope of this effect 237 

differed among species. The changes in overwinter counts occurred despite frigid 238 

minimum temperatures that were consistently below 5°C throughout this period (Figure 239 

S1), suggesting that some movement among hibernacula continues to occur during winter 240 

when bats are most infected with P. destructans.  241 
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 Lastly, we explored the effect of multiple covariates on the probability that P. 242 

destructans arrived at a site outside of or during the hibernation season, including abiotic 243 

(vapor pressure deficit and temperature) and biotic (abundance of certain species, species 244 

richness). We found no clear effects that any of these variables modified the probability 245 

that P. destructans was first detected at a site during early hibernation (Figure S2, 246 

Appendix).  247 

 248 

Figure 2 249 

(a) Change in overwinter prevalence of Pseudogymnoascus destructans in the year that P. 250 

destructans was first detected at a site. Lines shows fits of a generalized linear mixed 251 

model with a binomial distribution with timing of first detection interacting with species 252 

and an additive effect of date with site as a random effect. (b) Twice as many sites had 253 

the first detection of P. destructans in late winter as in early winter.  254 

  255 
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 256 

Figure 3  257 

The timing of Pseudogymnoascus destructans introduction (early or late hibernation) 258 

influences late winter infection prevalence +/- SE (a), late winter fungal loads (b), and 259 

annual population impacts +/- SE (from late winter in the year that P. destructans arrives 260 

to the subsequent winter) (c), in some species. In sites where P. destructans was first 261 

detected during late hibernation M. septentrionalis had significantly higher infection 262 

prevalence, fungal loads, and population impacts by the end of winter in the first year of 263 

WNS.  264 

 265 

 266 
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 267 

Figure 4  268 

Pre-WNS immigration rates show dynamic populations during winter. Panels show bat 269 

species and colors indicate different bat populations. Lines show the fitted relationship 270 

between log10 early winter counts of bats and the rate of change in the same population 271 

over winter. Despite cold (<5°C) temperatures, there was considerable immigration and 272 

emigration among hibernation sites, consistent with bats moving from larger to smaller 273 

colonies over winter. 274 

 275 

4. Discussion: 276 

 Our results indicate that host fungal burdens were important in determining the 277 

timing of pathogen spread. We found that P. destructans was more likely to be 278 

introduced to sites during winter hibernation than during autumn, suggesting that elevated 279 

infectiousness overwinter outweighed the increase in activity and long-distance 280 
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movements that occur during autumn. Bats were previously thought to be restricted in 281 

their movement among sites during hibernation due to extremely cold temperatures (< -282 

5C; Fig S1) and a lack of prey availability. However, we found evidence that limited 283 

movement may be occurring among hibernacula during the winter, and given their 284 

increased levels fungal loads and prevalence, provide a higher probability of successful 285 

invasion to new sites. The lower fungal loads and prevalence on bats during autumn 286 

when they are highly mobile has likely decreased the rate of geographic expansion of the 287 

fungus as the majority of spread occurs during the hibernation period. As P. destructans 288 

moves into less connected western bat populations (Wilder, Kunz & Sorenson 2015; 289 

Lorch et al. 2016), spread could be further dampened by larger distances among colonies 290 

(Wilder, Kunz & Sorenson 2015; Weller et al. 2018).  291 

 Although the absolute absence of a pathogen is difficult to confirm, large sample 292 

sizes paired with the differential consequences of the timing of P. destructans 293 

introduction on disease dynamics, suggest that we did not simply fail to detect P. 294 

destructans during early winter. Our results also demonstrate that the timing of P. 295 

destructans introduction was more important for some species than others. Early 296 

introduction of P. destructans resulted in higher mortality in M. septentrionalis 297 

populations, but not M. lucifugus. Previous laboratory studies have shown that infection 298 

duration prior to death was 90-120 days for M. lucifugus. The absence of clear mortality 299 

in M. lucifugus populations while M. septentrionalis suffered from higher impacts 300 

suggests that M. septentrionalis may have a shorter time from infection until death.   301 
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Infection in P. subflavus and E. fuscus were lower in the first year of WNS than M. spp., 302 

likely due to low environmental contamination (Langwig et al. 2015b; Hoyt et al. 2020a) 303 

and fewer contacts over the hibernation period (Hoyt et al. 2018).  304 

  We found evidence of some overwinter movement among hibernacula prior to 305 

the arrival of WNS, with a general trend of bats spreading out from larger to smaller 306 

colony size sites. Other studies have found that some species (especially the larger E. 307 

fuscus) can move in very cold temperatures (Klüg-Baerwald et al. 2016), although winter 308 

flight of Myotis spp. is thought to be a relatively rare occurrence (Davis & Hitchcock 309 

1965). We cannot exclude the possibility that bats in larger sites became more difficult to 310 

detect in late winter while bats in smaller sites became more apparent. However, sites 311 

were selected for inclusion in this study for their relative simplicity in searching and 312 

ability to census all bats present (e.g. they did not have sections that we were unable to 313 

access and many were square tunnels with no obvious hiding places). As a result, we 314 

think that failed detections are unlikely to fully explain this relationship. In addition, 315 

higher overwinter mortality is unlikely to be a potential explanation as there is no 316 

evidence to suggest elevated mortality in sites with larger population sizes prior to the 317 

arrival of WNS (Langwig et al. 2012). Interestingly, symptoms of WNS include mid-318 

hibernation emergence onto the winter landscape (Carr, Bernard & Stiver 2014; Bernard 319 

& McCracken 2017). This sickness behavior may increase movements between 320 

hibernacula and the spread of P. destructans. 321 

 We found no clear effects of any covariate in explaining differences in timing of 322 

arrival. However, we environmental conditions of hibernacula may be important 323 

determinants of P. destructans establishment into new communities outside of the 324 
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hibernation season, as is suggested by the directionality and magnitude of a trend where 325 

warmer and wetter hibernacula tended to have a higher probability of autumn 326 

introduction. While bats with low fungal loads are likely moving among uninfected 327 

hibernacula during autumn, vapor pressure deficit and potentially temperature appear to 328 

be important in determining whether P. destructans can successfully establish in a 329 

population (Lilley, Anttila & Ruokolainen 2018). Given the limited number of sites 330 

where P. destructans arrived outside of the hibernation season, it was difficult to 331 

ascertain the importance of a number of factors that have been implicated by other studies 332 

(Wilder et al. 2011; Maher et al. 2012; Wilder, Kunz & Sorenson 2015). For example, 333 

species-specific differences in sociality and transmission (Hoyt et al. 2018) may be 334 

important in determining whether a lightly infected bat could introduce P. destructans 335 

during fall, although we found no clear effects of species abundance or composition on 336 

the timing of first detection of P. destructans. Additional research is needed to determine 337 

which species and site-specific differences may influence the timing of pathogen spread.  338 

 Importantly, many studies rely on disease stage (e.g. invading, epidemic or 339 

endemic) to draw inferences about geographic disease risk, population declines, and 340 

community persistence. Given the high probability of P. destructans introduction to new 341 

sites during winter, early and midwinter surveys could miss the introduction of P. 342 

destructans, and thus falsely conclude pathogen absence during the first year of arrival. 343 

Our results suggest that the arrival time of P. destructans can substantially influence 344 

dynamics, and therefore could be responsible for unexplained variance in transmission, 345 

impacts, and structure of remnant populations when sites are grouped by disease stage.  346 
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Our ability to predict the timing and patterns of pathogen spread are fundamental 347 

to the prevention and control of infectious disease outbreaks. The differential timing of 348 

initial pathogen arrival can have important effects on disease dynamics and lasting 349 

impacts to populations. This study suggests that host infectiousness is an important factor 350 

in determining successful pathogen spread and that incorrectly attributing pathogen 351 

spread to periods of high mobility would have masked the true underlying causes of 352 

among site variation in transmission and population impacts. Future studies examining 353 

the spatial and seasonal patterns of pathogen movement should consider the multitude of 354 

factors that might influence spread patterns.  355 
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